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Create a Curated Shopping Experience for 
Customers Using Multi-product Messages
With the rise of mobile and conversational 
commerce, one thing has become abundantly 
clear: consumers demand a convenient and 
personalized shopping experience. And part  
of that experience includes messaging.
  
In fact, 72% of consumers say they only engage 
with businesses that provide a personalized 
messaging experience.¹ Businesses need to 
start meeting customer expectations, and 
provide an efficient journey from the discovery 
of your products to purchase and delivery.  
If not, your business risks being left behind.
But how can you ensure you’re providing the 
experience that your customers expect?

This is where personalized product messages can help. Businesses  
can now send product recommendations directly to customers 
through conversational messaging. Not only does this provide a 
simplified shopping experience, but with 56% of online shoppers  
more likely to return to a site that recommends products, it helps 
ensure that your customers keep coming back.²
 
By sending interested customers a curated product list tailored to their 
tastes, your business helps shorten the gap between the discovery 
and purchase phases, and keeps customers engaged. This is why  
the WhatsApp Business Platform created Multi-product messages.

¹ “Privacy and Personalization Whitepaper,” SmarterHQ, 2020
² “Online Shopping Personalization-Statistics and Trends,” Invesp, April 2021
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Taking Personalized Shopping to the Next Level 
While some people might want to view your whole product catalog, there are many customers who already know what 
they’re shopping for. Using Multi-product Messages, your business can offer customers curated lists of products they’re 
more likely to be interested in based on their tastes and shopping habits. This allows you to make relevant product 
suggestions directly in the chat.

When you use Multi-product Messages to  
send a curated list to a customer, items can  
be pulled in real time from your business’s 
product catalog.  As long as your catalog is 
up to date, your customers will always know 
which products are in stock and when new 
items are available for purchase, helping  
avoid any friction that might be caused by  
an out-of-date inventory.

Using a personalized mobile shopping experience, you can help  
increase your business’s chances of conversion by delivering exactly  
what your customers are looking for, right when they’re most  
interested. By providing an asynchronous channel for messaging  
and two-way engagement, your products are only a few lines of  
text away from potential buyers. 
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Discovery stage:

• Help your customer find what they need by narrowing down offerings 
to only recommend products that fit their criteria.

• Engage potential customers by providing real-time, personalized 
product recommendations in conversation.

How to Use Curated Lists Across the Customer Journey
While catalogues are normally used to help with product discovery, Multi-product Messages can 
actually help with all stages of the customer journey, enabling a smoother buying experience from 
start to finish. 
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USE CASE:

A business sends a customer 
personalized product 
recommendations for higher 
conversions and increased sales.
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How to Use Curated Lists Across the Customer Journey
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USE CASE:

A beauty retailer suggests 
adding some of the customer’s 
regularly-purchased items  
before checkout.

Purchase stage:

• Help customers stay stocked up on items by suggesting 
regularly-purchased products before they check out.

• Recommend relevant products before your customer makes  
a purchase, ensuring they have everything they need.
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How to Use Curated Lists Across the Customer Journey

USE CASE:

A business provides the 
customer with a list of  
recently-ordered items for  
a quicker checkout.

Post-purchase stage:

• Recommend new products to customers based on their tastes 
and previous purchases.

• Send customers a list of recently or most-frequently ordered 
items for an easier, quicker checkout.
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In a mobile-first world where your customers have access 
to endless options at their fingertips, keeping them engaged 
is critical to your bottom line. Businesses that meet their 
customers’ expectations with a personalized shopping 
experience can help set themselves up for prolonged growth. 
Multi-product Messages help businesses deliver curated  
product recommendations at unprecedented scale, and help  
drive conversations that convert. 

To learn more about Multi-product Messages on the WhatsApp 
Business Platform, read our guide:  
 
Curated Product Lists for a Customer Journey that Converts.
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https://brandfolder.com/whatsappbusinessapi/bsp?digest=vs9r833hb329sgfhs9z5zt
https://meta.highspot.com/items/61a695a62e4ccecb909e6e40?lfrm=srp.0

